
Joy Rider incorporates many important RV suspension design advancements. 
Design Element Benefits    
Patent pending tie plate Effective vertical shock operation 
Extension brackets Adjustable installation
Inside to outside lateral shock angle Restrains sway and body roll
Heavy duty nitrogen gas charged shocks Built and calibrated for RV use
Hardened shock shaft with precision seals Tough, idle time storage no problem 
Clear zinc plated brackets Rust resistant                                        
High strength steel brackets Safety and durability                                                                             

Joy Rider will protect and prolong the life of your RV and contents.  Joy Rider’s added 
control of your rig will add comfort and safety while traveling.

RV Improvement Systems

What does Joy Rider do?
Joy Rider is a high performance, RV trailer, Ride Control System.  New RV trailers 
are not equipped with a Ride Control System like other types of highway vehicles.

How would you benefit by adding the Joy 
Rider, Ride Control System to your RV?
Controlling vehicle leaf spring, compression and rebound, movement is a cardinal 
objective of ride control engineers. The most common control method used on 
highway vehicles is hydraulic shock absorbers. Until Joy Rider, RV suspensions 
lacked sufficient room to install shock absorbers in an effective operating position.

Excessive, uncontrolled suspension movement fatigues leaf springs and quickly 
wears out suspension components. Hopping tires and bouncing springs throw 
interior contents repeatedly, causing damage from rubbing, colliding, drawers 
slamming open and furniture walking into nearby walls. Over time the entire unit and 
its contents will have prematurely aged and require more and more maintenance.

Joy Rider’s control of the trailer’s tires improves braking traction, especially in a 
panic stop.  Rear axle roll-up is reduced so all four tires grip the road surface.



Why do new RV trailers not have a Ride Control System?
For decades, the geometry of leaf spring RV suspensions have lacked adequate 
clearance for mounting an effective shock absorber in a position where it can 
operate efficiently.

Before Joy Rider, RV shocks have been installed as you 
see in the left hand picture. There is not enough room to 
position it, in an operating angle so it can function.  This 
shock is too horizontal. Its hydraulic fluids are prone 
to foaming and leaking. This shock has already lost at 
least half of its dampening ability.  

Further, this severely weakened shock is tasked to 
operate in a position where the stroke of the shock is 
much too short to control what is primarily a vertical leaf 
spring movement cycle. The lower shock connection is 

on the wrong side of the tie plate, away from the shackle on the right side of the 
spring. Shackle rotation and spring flex are the motion cycles we want to slow 
down and control. Space constraints again forced a poor compromise.

This view of the Joy Rider shock position illustrates why Joy Rider is 
truly an effective high performance RV trailer Ride Control System.
■	 The position of the shock is primarily vertical and 85% to 95% 

efficient.

■	 This shock works well within its design parameters thereby 
limiting hydraulic fluid foam conditions and leaking.

■	 The stroke of the shock is now longer, smooth and oriented in the 
vertical direction of the leaf spring and shackle movement cycles.

■	 The 15 degree, inside-to-outside shock angle, shown at the left, 
restrains lateral body sway and roll.  This helps keep the trailer’s 
weight centered over the tires and Ride Control System. Joy Rider 
reduces the negative handling effect of highly crowned roads and 
strong crosswinds.

THREE YEAR WARRANTY
Joy Rider, Ride Control products are 
packaged as single axle kits.  
Tandem RVs need 2 kits and a triple axles 
requires 3. Kits contain hardware and 
instructions for straight forward and 
safe installation.

Part Number 200102 Fits a 2 Inch Axle 
Part Number 200103 Fits a 3 Inch Axle
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For more info and to preview instructions go to:
Rvimprovementsystems.com 
Also visit: Rvridecontrol.com – 
RV suspension education
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